Cervical carcinoma DNA content, S-fraction, and malignancy grading. II. Comparison with clinical staging.
In an attempt to achieve more biologically meaningful subclassification of squamous cell cervical cancers and ultimately more reliable prediction of tumor behavior, we have studied the tumor pretreatment DNA content (i.e., DNA index), cell-cycle S-fraction, and histomorphologic malignancy grading properties for tumors having similar and different clinical staging. The tumor DNA index, %S-phase cells, and average malignancy grades were statistically tested against known clinical predictive variables for 90 primary squamous cell carcinomas of the uterine cervix studied prior to radiotherapy. We observed that the biological and morphological tumor properties of cervical cancers broadly overlapped between different stages of disease and for other clinical criteria including the gross morphology, lymph node status, and intravenous positivity. No significant differences were detected in the DNA indices, %S, or malignancy grades between the stages of disease or the other clinical criteria. It was concluded that: the gross clinical staging criteria inadequately reflected the tumor biological properties; and that the possibility exists for refining prognosis by use of the biological and morphological noncodependent tumor parameters to supplement staging criteria; and the use of cell-cycle cytokinetic and malignancy grading criteria in addition to tumor DNA index is superior to DNA index (or DNA content) alone for identifying biologically different cervical cancers.